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President’s Message
By Dave Trahan
Deerfield, New Hampshire
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STRONG CONNECTION. STRONG BOND.

Our Great
Organization

I

n New England, we’re still waiting for the snow
to melt so we can get to our fields. But signs tell
me spring is just around the corner: this morning I worked my dogs on woodcock migrating back
up north, the days are thankfully getting longer and
warmer, and some chapters are already having training clinics and tests. Hopefully, this year we will be
able to gather like we have in the past. I’m looking
forward to getting together with old friends.
Plans are underway for this year’s Invitational in
Iowa in September, which will be the largest event we
have ever held with just over 240 dogs entered. Obviously, this is going to be a monumental task, but
I have no doubt that with your help we will maintain the high standards we’ve come to expect for this
event. As always, it’s our dedicated volunteers that are
the backbone of the organization and, as in years past,
we’ll be relying on volunteers to make this year’s Invitational work. With that in mind, I’m very strongly

encouraging anyone who is running a dog this year to
volunteer to help out at least one day. Even if you’re
not running a dog, consider making the trip and volunteering a day or two. It’s an exciting time for everyone, the dog work is incredible, the camaraderie is
exceptional, and the grounds are beautiful. NAVHDA
Secretary Angie Coenen and Deb Stott, along with
the entire Invitational Committee, have been working nonstop on this year’s Invitational, and I wish to
thank them personally.
On another note, our organization continues to grow
despite the difficulties of the past year. We are now close
to 10,000 members, our chapters continue to provide
quality events, the sales of puppies has risen tremendously, and people are seeking out help with their new
dogs. We’re growing because you, the membership, are
providing quality training and testing experiences that
more and more people want to be part of. Thank you
everyone for making this a great organization!

ALPHA® 200i
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DOES
NAVHDA
WORK?
By Rick Holt & Tim Otto

ERIK RAYNES © 2021

S

ince its inception in 1969, NAVHDA’s purpose has
been to foster, promote, and improve the versatile
hunting dog breeds in North America. As long-time
members and judges, as well as current board members
of NAVHDA, we often find ourselves discussing whether our organization is meeting those goals. While both
“fostering” and “promoting” are difficult to quantify,
we can use NAVHDA’s extensive database to answer the
question:
Have the test scores of the versatile breeds improved
over time?
One of NAVHDA’s many goals is to provide an objective way of measuring dogs’ performance against a
standard through our testing system. The objectivity
of these scores is ensured through the rigorous training
our judges receive. Our apprentice program is extensive
and demanding. All judges are required to attend Judges Workshops on a regular basis. We have three judges
4
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at almost every test, and these judges come to a consensus regarding how each dog performs relative to the
standards described in our Aims, Programs, and Test
Rules manual. At the end of each test, those test scores
are stored and made available to anyone through our
searchable database. We hope that by providing this information to breeders, buyers and members we will aid
in improving the versatile breeds.
Full disclaimer: neither of us is a statistician; we are
making observations not conclusions. With this in mind,
we decided to look at the average score for each test,
NA, UPT, UT and IT, for each year since the beginning
of NAVHDA testing. We did not look at the number of
dogs that passed, we looked at the average score regardless of whether dogs prized. This was done separately
for each breed; if only one or two dogs of a given breed
were tested in a year, the data were excluded. We later
did the same analyses for all breeds together. Finally,
•
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 5

FIGURE 1 - NUMBER OF DOGS
TESTED SINCE 1980
NA
UT
IT
GS 14,251 7,572 1,116
GW
6,329 2,976
307
GR
5,064 1,423
294
PP
3,526 1,175
47
WM 1,519
387
33
VI
1,385
452
29
BS
1,299
611
45

although NAVHDA began testing
dogs in 1970, the first ten years of
data were excluded due to the low
number of dogs tested and focused
on scores between 1980 and 2020
(Figure 1).
We fist examined the trends for
those breeds which had the most
dogs tested, because these larger data
sets are less variable than small ones.
The three breeds that were most tested between 1980-2020 are the German Shorthaired Pointer, the German
Wirehaired Pointer, and the Wirehaired Pointing Griffon in that order.
For this analysis, only the NA and
UT data were analyzed, again due to
small numbers for UPT and IT.
So, let’s look at some of the data.
We started with the largest data
set, the GSP. The average test score
was plotted over time (blue dots;
see Figures 1 and 2). Just eyeballing this data, it looks like the scores
increased over time, but by plotting
the straight line of best fit (orange
line) using statistical software, it
is more obvious. The green line is
a five-year moving average, which
simply smooths out the data so you
can see the trends more easily. Most
apparent was the similarity of the
NA and UT data. Both lines show
6
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FIGURE 4 - GSP FIVE-YEAR AVERAGE
SCORE COMPARISON
		
1980-85 2015-20
Average 5yr Scores NA
90.35
103.78
UT
164.53
182.36
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an undeniable increase in scores
over time. You will also notice that
the scores are more scattered for UT,
which is easily explained by fewer
number of dogs being tested and
in turn increased variability in the
data. The gray bars indicate number
of dogs tested for each year, and you
will notice that the data smooths out
in the later years as the number of
dogs increase, as expected.
Each of these graphs shows obvious increase in test scores over time.
To get a better idea of the numeric
change, the average score for the
first five years was compared to that
of the last five years for each breed
and test type. For the GSP, the average NA score for the first five years
was 90.35 and the average for the
last five years was 103.78. The average UT score for the first five years
was 164.53 and for the last five years
was 182.36, a substantial improvement in both cases (Figure 4).
The data for the GW (Figures 5, 6
and 7) and the GR look very similar
to that for the GSP except the data is
a bit more variable due to the lower
number of dogs tested. The GR data
is almost identical to the GW data.
As mentioned earlier, these analyses were run for every breed in the
April 2021

FIGURE 6

FIGURE 7 - GW FIVE-YEAR AVERAGE
SCORE COMPARISON
		 1980-85 2015-20
Average 5yr Scores NA
89.78
103.52
UT
165.04
182.03
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NAVHDA database and the trends
were all nearly identical.
As an example, the test scores for
Brittany (BS) UT (Figure 8) shows
the same increase in test scores over
time, despite the fact that there were
far fewer dogs tested and, as expected, the data is more variable. The
first and last five-year averages are
shown in the table (Figure 9).
Another interesting observation
about the data is that in all cases
the average scores seem to flatten
out over the last ten years or so. To
look at this more closely the average
scores for all NAVHDA dogs tested
from 1970 to 2020 were plotted independent of breed. Because all dogs
are included, the number of scores
contributing to these graphs are obviously significantly greater than for
any single breed, and therefore the
data are far less variable and more

FIGURE 10

FIGURE 11

FIGURE 8

FIGURE 9 - BS FIVE-YEAR AVERAGE
SCORE COMPARISON
		 1980-85 2015-20
Average 5yr Scores NA
84.09
101.13
UT
128.24
185.04
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consistent (see Figures 10 and 11).
You can clearly see the data flattens out around 2010. The yellow
line is the best fitting straight line,
but as you can see, the red curved
line (again fitted using statistics software) is a much better fit as it captures the “flattening” of scores over
the past few years.
Because the all-breed data has a
higher number of dogs, we thought
it would be interesting to examine
the Invitational data (see Figure 12).
The Invitational started in 1988
and, in the beginning, it was held
every other year. Interestingly, even
though it is over a shorter time period the graph has the same basic look
as the others. In this case, however,
the difference between the straight
line and the curved line is much more
striking, suggesting that Invitational
scores reached a peak around 20082009 and have since flattened out.
Perhaps not surprisingly, these
analyses provide more questions
than answers. One important question raised by the fact that scores
appear to have flattened out recently is whether scores have reached a
April 2021

maximum. Have they improved as
much as they are going to? If so,
and if we are to continue in our
quest to improve the breeds by providing testing, should we make the
tests harder?
Okay, if you made it past that last
sentence, let’s talk about something
we can all agree on! It’s pretty clear
that dogs’ test scores have improved
over time. Notice, we did not say
dogs have improved, we said test
scores. However, we can offer some
observations and educated guesses regarding why scores have improved. Anecdotally, many longtime NAVHDA members agree
that the dogs’ performance has
improved over time. When asked
“WHY?” several different answers
come up. Trainers will say training
methods have improved; breeders
will say careful, selective breeding
has created better dogs. Now and
again, some will suggest that judging standards have changed over
time. It might just be a bit of all
three, especially breeding and training. But overall, it’s pretty clear that
NAVHDA works!
April 2021
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Hunting on a
Shooting Preserve
By Phil Swain

Lake Oswego, Oregon

W

e have entered the second year of the pandemic caused by COVID-19. For many of us, our
hunting requires us to travel. Traveling out
of state may require quarantines, and, if we need lodging and food, a motel or restaurant may not be readily
available. Even if available, choices have been reduced.
One option I would recommend considering may be a
shooting preserve. In your part of the country, it may be
called a game farm or by some other name. In any event,
it is a place where you pay to hunt on released birds.
Historically, hunting on a shooting preserve as opposed
to wild hunting has been denigrated. While there is a
difference between hunting wild birds and hunting birds
on a shooting preserve, the preserve opportunity may
give you and your dog some valuable time together in
the field.
While still in the Navy, I was stationed at a base located in the California bay area urban sprawl. Traveling
to hunt wild birds almost always required an overnight
or multi-day trip. An alternative we chose was a game
preserve that we could reach in a couple of hours. We
bought an annual card at this preserve which entitled us
to 25 birds over the course of the season. Access to this
preserve afforded us the opportunity to continue bird
work with our dogs. The preserve also had a decent grill
for food and was a safe place for our young girls to be
with us.
I prefer to hunt wild birds. I enjoy the challenge and,
often, the country we hunt is worth the trip. For me,
traveling some distance to hunt usually means I am
hunting in unfamiliar territory on public land. There
is certainly adventure and anticipation traveling to a
new area to hunt because we live in a beautiful country. However, on these hunts, sometimes I find birds,
10
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sometimes not. These treks can be expensive, and at
the end of the day once back at the motel, travel trailer or wherever after taking care of the dogs and then
trying to figure out where to get dinner, the sense of adventure may wane. If not completely exhausted by the
day’s hunt, once ensconced in our accommodations,
we may sit back with an adult beverage, plan the next
day’s hunt and reminisce. We can add our memories
to the fabled stories of George ‘Bird’ Evans, Gene Hill
and others.
Preparation for these forays is, of course, important.
Every year as I prepare for Oregon Chukar in addition
to working up my courage to go challenge the mountains in Eastern Oregon’s Chukar terrain, I pull out Pat
Wray’s vintage book, “A Chukar Hunter’s Companion.” I read about how Pat advises getting fit and ready
for the season and begin to work hard to try to get both
myself and my dog “tuned up” and ready.
Prior to the COVID pandemic my hunting travel has
taken me to Tennessee, Arizona and New Mexico for
quail, Wisconsin and Ohio for grouse, the Dakotas for
pheasant and Montana for both pheasant and sharp tail
grouse. However, the pay to hunt option came up again
a few years ago during a trip to North Dakota for a
pheasant hunt. The trip from Oregon took three days
and finding places to let the dogs air out, getting motels
and meals and so forth added to the challenge (…er…
adventure). Once we arrived in central North Dakota
and had a couple days hunting done, we found there
were very few birds. On these trips, I have learned it
is always a good idea to seek local knowledge about
birds and conditions. We hadn’t been finding birds, so
we talked to some of the ranchers who frequented a
local restaurant. They confirmed it was a “bad” year
•
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for pheasant. As we considered our options, and after
a third unproductive day, we decided that the low bird
numbers didn’t warrant staying for the week or so we
had planned and decided to head home. During our discussions about the low bird numbers, I recalled that a
few years previously I had hunted the western edge of
North Dakota along the Enchanted Highway and had
had good luck. At breakfast the next morning, I asked
some of the locals what they knew about pheasants
further west and they advised that a lot of the ranches in that area had now joined a consortium and were
charging for hunting access to their land. I searched for
further information on the internet and found a ranch
near Regent, North Dakota that offered fee hunts on
wild pheasants. Regent was generally on the way west
toward home, so we made an appointment with the
ranch manager to take a look at the property to see if
it warranted paying to hunt. The manager showed us
around but warned us that, due to the drought and severe spring and summer hailstorms, the pheasant population was sparse. We already had a motel for the night,
so we decided to pay $100 and hunt this property. The
dogs found a few birds, in fact, if I shot better, I would
have had my three-bird limit! While this property was
not a shooting preserve per se, that is, they did not reApril 2021
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lease birds for the hunt, it was still a property that, in an
“up” year would certainly have provided an abundance
of opportunity—for a fee.
On another “pre-pandemic” trip I participated in a
hunt Pointing Dog Journal (PDJ) sponsored at a shooting preserve east of Pierre, South Dakota. I have been a
long-time subscriber to PDJ and have written a couple
of articles for them. The preserve was a premier property, and the three days and four nights offered at a special
price made this a very attractive opportunity. The birds
flew like wild birds and were plentiful on the vast acres
we had access to. The amenities were incredible and included gourmet meals and luxurious accommodations.
This was a once-in-a lifetime experience for me.
In this past year, due to the pandemic, my hunts like
those described, have been temporarily (I hope) canceled. Living in Oregon, I am fortunate to have the opportunity to hunt Chukar. But, even for Chukar hunts
in Oregon, the pandemic has forced me to adjust my
hunting trips. For example, I had a week or two scheduled for Chukar hunting this last fall. I was planning to
hunt the Owyhee’s on the Oregon-Idaho border. Due
to COVID, I didn’t want to stay in a motel and eat in
restaurants. I made plans to rent a small travel trailer
and camp in it. I didn’t make arrangements well before
•
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Chukar season opened and, when it came time to rent
the trailer, the size I wanted was not available. The option left was to do one-day hunts. For me, a one-day
hunt, in order to get to Chukar country on the canyons
above the John Day river, requires a four-hour drive.
Once I arrive, shooting light may only give me two,
or at most, three hours to hunt. Then there is the long
drive home. During hunting season in Oregon, this usually means driving at night in inclement weather. These
hunts are certainly doable, but in terms of gas and effort
expended, sometimes not very productive. Additionally,
like many upland species, Chukar numbers fluctuate up
and down. This year the bird numbers were low. My
dogs, of course, enjoy the hunt, but Chukar country,
while beautiful, is rugged and difficult, and coming
home late, tired, and empty handed is frustrating.
With all this in mind, I occasionally choose to spend
some money going to a local pheasant shooting preserve
to get the dogs bird work (and me some shooting opportunities). At an hour and a half from my home and
knowing there will be birds for the dogs to find, the
preserve is a good option.
It may be that your hunting opportunities have been
limited by the pandemic or it may be that you would just
like to ensure you can get your dogs into birds. If that is
the case, a shooting preserve may be a viable option for
you. On a shooting preserve, the likelihood of the dog
finding birds is high, and, if the dog does not handle a
bird or two properly, there will probably be more opportunity. Since there are probably more bird opportunities, you may be able to combine some training with
your hunt. On a good preserve, hunting and training
opportunities this year may pay dividends when hunting
wild birds next year.
Cost is a factor when deciding whether to pay to hunt.
I hesitate to discuss the cost of a preserve hunt versus
going for wild birds. After all, how many times have I
joked with my wife about how important she is because
the wild pheasant she is being served costs somewhere
north of $500 a pound! The total cost of traveling to
hunt wild birds, depending on where you live and where
you can hunt, might mitigate the cost of paying for a
preserve hunt. For example, a couple of years ago I did
a cost comparison of driving from Oregon to New Mex12
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ico to hunt quail. All things considered, it was cheaper
for me to fly and rent an SUV for five days hunting than
it was to drive my own truck. Either way, I could have
paid for four or five hunts on my local shooting preserve
for what that trip would have cost.
Places that charge for a hunt can certainly vary in
quality of both the birds released and the hunting environment. Also, they can vary substantially in cost and
amenities provided. There may be a basic cost for the
hunt and separate charges for bird cleaning or a hunt
on a mix of bird species. You may also find that the preserve offers an annual membership, as I described earlier, which entitles you to a specific number of birds over
the length of the season.
If you are considering a shooting preserve for the first
time, I recommend you scout out the property and read
reviews, if available. If you have a chance to visit the
property, look at how the birds are housed and handled, and try to see some of them fly. There are preserves where the birds are not kept in proper flight pens
and as a result cannot fly well. Hunting a bird that can’t
or won’t get off the ground is not the kind of experience
you or your dog want. A pen raised bird that is easily
caught by your dog can set you back considerably in
your training. If you get the chance, walk some of the
fields or grounds used by the preserve and try to get an
idea of how your dog would handle the terrain and cover to be hunted. Find out what the rules are for the preserve. For example, preserve rules may say if your dog
finds and retrieves a bird another hunter has wounded
in an earlier hunt, you pay for it.
It may be that the preserve hunt, for a variety of reasons, provides a good opportunity for you and your dog.
It may ensure your dog will get into birds; it may offer
training opportunities; and it may be more accessible
with COVID restrictions. The cost of traveling to hunt
may be offset or about the same as using a preserve.
None of us want to give up wild bird hunting and we
need to continue to make a concerted effort to support
the Upland Conservation initiative of Pheasants Forever
and Quail Forever in which NAVHDA is a partner. But,
with the pandemic continuing, the option of a shooting
preserve for a hunt is becoming more attractive and may
be the right choice for you.
•
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The Magic of a Great Bird Dog
D

ogs change our lives in profound ways. My first
dog taught me how profound the relationship
between the dog and hunter becomes and how
we grieve their loss so deeply when they depart. They
teach us compassion, true love, dedication, and mostly how to communicate without words. My first chukar hunting dog had set the bar high for hunting and
companion dogs, but when he reached old age, I set out
looking for my next chukar hunter extraordinaire. I
was recommended to a field trial breeder in Illinois and
the first questions I asked were
about temperament and range, as
I needed a dog that would cover
huge country. I needed a Vizsla
who was comfortable hunting at
800 yards.
Finding chukar in the sagebrush
sea requires tenacity and drive, so,
eight weeks later, I found myself
driving with Sheryle Tepp to Illinois to pick out my puppy from
this high-powered field litter. We
chose Mojo because of his solid,
adaptable temperament paired
with his amazing skills to point
and locate birds. I still remember
that seven-week-old puppy using
what little air flow there was to
locate and pin a pen-raised quail.
He blew into my life like a big
wind, but when he was 11 weeks
old, my mother passed away, and
his young days were a blur for me.
One of the memorable moments
was when he was six months old
and we were taking a weekend off
in the high Sierra Nevada Moun14
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tain Range. I discovered that he LOVED water, and I
realized I was back in the NAVHDA game. I purchased
him to be a desert upland bird dog and potential field
trial dog, but that day changed my mind. He could swim
like a fish and loved even the coldest mountain lakes.
I set my sights on getting this young dog on wild birds,
so we planned a trip to eastern Montana in the fall of
2010. We found a CRP field somewhere around Glendive and saw sharptail grouse dining on waste grain in
every direction of the adjacent grain bins. So, we deployed Jake and Mojo. He was
seven-and-a-half months old,
smelled the birds, busted a couple and the chase was on. We
only knew where he was by the
birds coming up from the tall
CRP grass and hearing the soft
“bup bup bup bup” chuckle that
only sharptail make when they
fly away. When he wore himself
out, he rejoined the hunt with
Loren, Jake and me. However,
that first hunt of wild sharptail
grouse and the occasional bonus
pheasant created a bird dog who
learned how to honor, point his
own birds, and retrieve all in one
day. Our trip to Montana made
a bird dog out of this lil’ unruly,
untrained baby Vizsla.
When the hunting seasons
closed, I invested myself into
training Mojo for field trials and
the NA test. He took the field
trial world by storm with his
600-yard range and by winning
all four stakes he was entered in
•
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By Bridget Nielsen
Malta, Montana

on his debut weekend. As I reflected
about what I wanted, I decided to remove him from his NA test because I
knew that he would be tough to rein
in, and I wanted him to figure out his
comfortable hunting range. We began
training for finished dog trials but in
a stunning and sudden development,
I discovered that he was positive for
heartworm disease not long after his
Field Trial debut. To say I was crushed
is an understatement. We dealt with
the long, drawn-out treatment and recovery to eventually get him back on
his feet to hunt. We hunted hard, and I remember the
day when I realized that this dog who faced a long and
arduous medical challenge was back out doing what we
both loved.
As he improved, I redirected my goals to the NAVHDA Utility test as I realized he was a tremendous duck
dog, and I should show him off. After a spring goose
season in Oregon, our reputations with waterfowl hunters became noted. We were the girl and the red dog in
the marsh. Eventually, we were asked to be the subjects
of a hunting life article for a magazine in Denmark. We
took two photographers duck hunting with us on a nice
November evening in 2012, and Isabella Rozendaal
captured postcard images of us on that hunt. Images
that I have printed for my wall and that ended up being on the cover of a Denmark Lifestyle magazine. An
article was written about hunting in America and how
April 2021
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women and their dogs were leading the change in demographics. This was a big moment for me and for Mojo.
But then life changes happened again, and we found
ourselves selling our house in Oregon and moving to
Eastern Montana. Jobs took us to the most remote recesses of the short grass prairie. I became one of the
managers of the 1.1 million acre Charles M. Russell
National Wildlife Refuge, and Loren became a private
landowner habitat restoration specialist. And we were
in the middle of nowhere, surrounded by wildlife and
open landscapes. We found ourselves driving to the
nearest NAVHDA chapter, which was seven hours west.
So, it wasn’t until 2014 when I finally finished his training to test him in his Utility test. He was four-and-a-half
years old by then, and had hunted hard for two seasons
in Montana on ducks, sharptail grouse, Hungarian partridge, and pheasants. We drove countless miles back
•
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and forth to training weekends. When I say countless,
imagine six to seven hours one way just to train your
dog and turning around the next day to head home. But
I wanted him to be a Utility dog, and eventually test
day arrived in August of 2014. We hit the field like an
earthquake. He covered every square inch of that field,
finding 10 birds in 30 minutes. He handled nine of them
without fault, but on number 10, he left before being
told to fetch. He tore the duck search pond apart and
searched every recess and corner of available habitat until the judges asked me to call him back. He retrieved the
dragged duck with joy and was flawless. And then we

got to the marked retrieve and steady by blind sequence.
Several malfunctions with the zinger winger, a distraction gun malfunction and handler’s gun malfunction
and Mojo and I were off kilter. He launched to retrieve
the duck before being sent. I remember the judges gasping and one of them (you know who you are) putting
her hands on her head! But at the end of the day, we
heard the scores being read and were ELATED! A Prize
I! A Prize I!!! I was beyond excited! My Mojo, who had
endured the painful and extensive heartworm disease
treatment that I thought would nearly kill him, was still
hunting and now a Prize I Utility dog. What a day.
We ended up hunting relentlessly that next season.
Doves, geese, ducks, sharptail grouse, Hungarian partridge in Montana and Saskatchewan. Chukar in Idaho
and Nevada and ducks in California. His skills in the
water never went unnoticed, especially with our Labra16
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dor retriever owning friends. They were amazed that a
Vizsla could keep up with their Labs.
We became known by several Ducks Unlimited biologists and were invited to be in an episode of DUTV with
Champion Canada Goose caller, Field Hudnall. The episode showcased Eastern Montana habitat restoration
and duck hunting. Mojo retrieved 36 mallards that day,
all on video and never lost a bird and even used his duck
search skills to locate two crippled birds. This was a
wonderful moment for me where training and real life
intersected. He was showcased as a versatile Vizsla and
epic hunting dog that day. People still see that episode
and message me to let me know how much
they enjoyed seeing a versatile dog out there
doing the job. A memory that will forever live
on in DUTV episodes.
We continued hunting upland birds after the
show, and it was those quiet days afield that
I loved the most. Just me and Mo… I always
searched for new covers to put Mojo on the
ground in… we loved the art of discovery. I
began to relish each moment afield with him
as I started to notice the wear of time and
disease take its toll. He would cut downwind
to surf the prairie and scan for potential bird
scent. As he aged, his nose became more acute
and precise, but his legs slower with arthritic
pain. Nothing got by him, even running roosters. He would push through pain and cold to
find birds for us. He learned hens were off
limits and would run right past them to find
the rooster scent. We were a lethal team for
upland birds. He showed his amazing talents every fall
hunting season to a whole new group of friends. When
you live in Montana, lots of people want to visit, and
Mojo was my showboat dog. The dog who I always
selected to impress our friends. I was always assured
of his relentless bird finding and gentlemanly manners.
His face grizzled with white hairs each season until
he was nearly white. Until one day we were hunting
a CRP loaded with pheasants. He pushed so hard, we
shot many birds and he retrieved all of them, but, when
we got back to the truck, he wasn’t using his rear right
leg. If you guessed an ACL rupture, you are correct. He
was 9.5 when this happened, and it ended his wild bird
hunting career.
He still had some gas left in the tank to teach puppies
how to find birds and to retrieve doves for us in the
season of 2019, but, as we embarked on 2020, his age
•
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really showed. I took him out in October and shot some
barn pigeons for him. He was so happy with himself but
hobbled back to the truck. Mojo’s heart was huge and
his desire to produce birds for the gun unparalleled.
Unfortunately, Mojo lost his battle with pancreatitis in December. His loss is profound, but I know my
female Vizslas are working their way to his legendary
status. His spirit to hunt will live on in my memory.
I’m constantly pushing myself to produce dogs that possess the complete package of desire, talent, point, natural retrieve, love of water, and his wonderful, pleasing, adaptable temperament. Mojo has set my breeding
standard for performance hunting Vizslas. Vizslas like
Mojo don’t come along very often, and as I continue
to pursue the ultimate versatile hunting Vizsla, he will
April 2021
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always be my benchmark dog. I credit the NAVHDA
testing system with helping me to identify these traits.
Training and testing at the Utility level is my chosen
route to identifying those traits to improving the Vizsla
and to produce the right combinations of traits in my
breeding programs. It has helped make my dogs better,
but helped me achieve my goal of breeding vizslas that
are truly versatile hunting dogs. Mojo was special, my
superstar, and will forever be remembered and missed.
Wall Canyon Kayla’s Bird Magic ‘n the Desert, UT I.
Bridget Nielsen is a NAVHDA judge, Vizsla breeder,
performance dog trainer, and dedicated hunter.
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FINGER LAKES
NAVHDA
1974 - Present
By Mark Cross

Oakfield, New York

I

want to take you on the journey of the Finger Lakes
NAVHDA chapter of western New York. We are a
chapter that is thirty minutes from the Buffalo International airport, forty minutes from Niagara Falls and
home of some fine wines and cuisine. We are about 75
strong in membership from two countries with about
half our membership present on training days.
I became interested in the beginnings of our chapter
and sat down with one-time NAVHDA judge and one
of the founding members of our chapter, Paul Grefrath.
In the winter of 1974, sitting around a table were six
versatile dog enthusiasts (Leonard Williams, Jack Dallimore, Paul Grefrath and three other whose names Paul
could not remember) there to discuss the forming of a
chapter in the area. I’m sure it was no different around
that table than it is nowadays, talking about how to
make dogs better for hunting and companions.
They established their first test to be held on April
21, 1974 at Godfrey’s pond, in Batavia, New York.
There were 15 NA dogs entered along with four judges:
Edward Bailey, John Kegel, Paul Bouchard and Sigbot
Winterhelt. On this test weekend, only one dog received
a Prize I, two were given a Prize II, three a prize III,
seven had no prize and two dogs were evaluation only.
Back in the early years, just prizing a dog was an accomplishment.
Since then, the Finger Lakes chapter has tested 652
NA dogs, 13 UPT and 325 UT dogs. This was done
using 131 testing days. An outstanding number is that
four hundred judges (some repeating) were utilized. We
had our first UT Prize I dog in 1980, and the first member to pass the Invitational was John Ipacs in 1994 with
Rockimcent of Lakeshore, a German Shorthair. I want
18
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to thank all the judges that have made the drive or flown
to our chapter to judge. I am sure a lot of you have some
great memories of this chapter.
Remember those numbers on that first test forty-seven
years ago! During this past COVID year we were very
lucky, as were others, to get tests in. We had 40 NA
dogs tested and 32 prized, and eight UT tested and eight
prized. How times have changed!
Enough of the numbers.
A huge congratulation to this chapter; lots of members have come and gone since that first day, but Paul
Grefrath, member number 30, has been there since the
start and is still running and training with the chapter.
Alan Burkhart, another longtime member, joined in the
fall of 1974. Some of you know or have heard of Al and
Burkhart Kennel. Al and his wife Kim have been the
heart and soul of this chapter for many years, opening
their land up to training and testing grounds. The chapter has also had some amazing judges over the years,
who are now retired, come from Finger Lakes; John
O’Brien, John Bauman, Bill Gurney, and Paul Grefrath.
I am sure there are others, and I want to thank them for
their time and help.
Finger Lakes NAVHDA has been a part of great testing grounds since that first test in Batavia. We have run
on Tonawanda WMA for many years, and now Al’s
property along with Oakfield Rod and Gun club.
On a historical note, Finger Lakes NAVHDA was the
site of the first NAVHDA Judges Workshop, in Batavia.
This was attended by six judges to go over rules and
training that needed to be changed for the better. Six
seems very small compared to seventy-five at a typical
workshop today, but that was forty-seven years ago.
•
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We are now successfully sponsoring a youth hunt in
memory of long-time member Joe Wolak, and many of
us work with the local chapters of Pheasants Forever
and the Ruffed Grouse Society.
While many training days and tests have come and
gone since that first meeting, the “NAVHDA family
feeling” is still present. While writing this, I had the opportunity to talk to some senior members to see how
the chapter is now, hoping to help other chapters out.
They say the biggest thing is the amount of help that
is given today at chapter events. In the early years, everyone knew small amounts about training and had the
“Green Book.” Today, we still have the “Green Book,”
but modern videos, YouTube, and seminars have educated trainers. At training days there is, as in all chapters, the sharing of knowledge—helping each other at
training days is very prevalent. Everyone wants to help
as we all want each other to succeed. This year should
be eventful with seven of us training for the Invitational.
Be watchful at the Invy for the people wearing Crocs, in
Buffalo Bills shirts, eating Buffalo wings, beef on weck
and Genesee beer.
Our chapter motto: “It takes a village to train a
NAVHDA hunting dog.” And we are a village!
April 2021
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PAUL GREFRATH
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CONSERVATION UPDATES

FIELD NOTES

By Jim Inglis

This photo was taken on Saturday, 13 March
during our San Diego Chapter NAVHDA Test 1214 March 2021. We conducted our test in the
Imperial Valley of California, which is where the
El Centro Naval Air Facility is located and is the
winter home to the U.S. Navy Blue Angels. They
were flying every day, and on Saturday they did
a complete air show. Pictured is the Senior Judge,
Angie Coenen, reading a test score while the Blue
Angels fly over our test field.
				 ~ Bob Kendall

Director of Governmental Affairs,
Pheasants Forever and Quail Forever

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE SENDING
$1 BILLION TO STATE WILDLIFE AGENCIES

DEUTSCH KURZHAAR

Living Up To The efforT, Time and TrUsT!

THE CALL OF THE UPLANDS

Pheasants Forever and Quail Forever announced the
Call of the Uplands® on February 25. We are thrilled
to unveil a historic effort to protect and conserve North
America’s upland habitats by launching a $500 million National Comprehensive Campaign. The bold,
science-based plan encompasses habitat conservation,
public access, education and outreach, and advocacy
strategies to conserve 9 million acres, engage 1.5 million
outdoor participants, and enact landscape-level national policy for wildlife and rural communities by 2023.
For NAVHDA members, it’s a call to help create more
places for bird dogs to roam on public lands, and more
emphasis on recruiting the next generation of bird dog
owners through our shared passion for the uplands.
Throughout the pheasant, quail, and native grouse
ranges of the United States, more than 53 million acres
of grasslands have vanished over the last decade, and
less than three percent of the nation’s 90 million historical acres of longleaf pine woodlands remain intact today. These catastrophic habitat losses have contributed
to population declines for many upland birds. To watch
a very inspirational video and for additional information on how you can help support visit pheasantsforever.org/call-of-the-uplands.aspx

For the last year you have likely experienced going to your
favorite gun store and quickly noticed the low inventories,
and even flat out bare shelves of about any kind ammo,
guns, and even archery and fishing equipment. In 2020
and continuing into 2021, the demand for these items,
have outstripped the supply. As we have highlighted in
this previous column, the manufacture’s excise taxes on
firearms, ammo, archery, and fishing equipment, (as well
as boat fuel) are a key part of how our North American
Model of Conservation works. These excise taxes were
put in play legislatively by the Pittman-Robertson Act in
1937 for firearms and ammo, and by the Dingell–Johnson Act in 1950 for fishing equipment. There have a been
a few legislative updates over the years including in December of 2019 when the widely support Pittman-Robertson Modernization Act was passed. The great thing
about this model is that these funds are going to go back
to states based on a formula that includes the number of
hunting /fishing licenses, and overall income from permits
sold. It’s essentially a match of licenses sales per state. So
it’s no wonder that the top five states are Texas, Alaska,
Pennsylvania, California, and Georgia. State Agencies
then utilized these funds for hunter education, habitat
restoration, securing public lands, and creating more access. For more information on the Wildlife and Sport Fish
fund, and to see what is headed to your favorite state to
hunt, visit https://www.fws.gov/wsfrprograms/

USDA EXTENDS THE CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM (CRP) SIGN UP

The Original
German Shorthair
Deutsch Kurzhaar has provided the foot hunter with a powerful versatile
hunting partner, developed through a performance based testing system
and breeding program that enhance the overall conformation set forth
by the Deutsch Kurzhaar Verband.
Visit our website at WWW.NADKC.ORG to learn more
about a perfect blend of trainability, versatility
and desire in your next hunting dog.

“Jager “

The Best in Electronic Dog Training Equipment, Sales,
Trades, Repairs, Parts and Great Customer Service!

Contact one of the many breeders in your area to
discuss all the benefits of the Deutsch Kurzhaar.
Like us and follow us on Facebook at North American Deutsch Kurzhaar Club.

800-430-2010 www.collarclinic.com
1517 Northern Star Dr. Traverse City MI 49696
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As we reported in the February issue, there have been
continued concerns about the low enrollment of the
CRP program. We are at a historic low enrollment at
under 21 million acres of CRP nationwide, 16 million
acres lower than the peak in 2007. No question you
have seen those fewer acres throughout the country.
USDA has listened to those concerns and has extended
enrollment while they are evaluating options to boost
enrollment. If you are a landowner interested in signing
up for any of the USDA conservation programs or know
landowners that utilize conservation programs on their
land, we would encourage you to take another look.
You should visit your local USDA Service Center or contact your nearest PF/QF Farm Bill Biologists for options.
April 2021
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Jim Inglis is a native of the Finger Lakes Region of New York
and lives in Northwest Ohio with his wife, two boys, and versatile dogs. He serves as the Director of Governmental Affairs
for PF & QF and is a Mid-Ohio NAVHDA member. He can be
reached at jinglis@pheasantsforever.org or 419.569.1096
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Versatile Chef

NAVHDA is pleased to team with renowned chef,
outdoorsman, and cookbook author Hank Shaw,
whose beautiful and tremendously popular website
Hunter, Angler, Gardener, Cook (huntgathercook.com)
has helped invigorate the recent surge of interest in
preparing game. We will be featuring one of Hank's
recipes each month, so put on your aprons, sharpen
those knives, and set the table!

HOLLY A. HEYSER

by Hank Shaw

COCONUT
CURRY
PHEASANT

T

his is a Kenyan version of coconut curry
chicken, which exists all over the tropical
world. It’s very simple to prepare and requires no unusual ingredients.
Chukars, partridges, ruffed grouse, blue grouse
are all great alternatives, as is rabbit. In fact, if
you have my cookbook Pheasant, Quail, Cottontail, you will see a version of this dish called
African Rabbit Curry, or, to be precise, sunguru
wa nazi.
The procedure is pretty simple. Cook some onions and meat in a pot, add spices, cover with
lots of water and coconut milk and simmer gently until the meat is reasonably tender. Then add
your starch, cook until that’s tender, then finish
with herbs and roasted nuts.
I like to fish out anything with bones in it to
make the curry easier to eat, but they don’t do
that in Kenya very often. Potatoes, squash or
turnips are all good starches, and if you want,
you can add some slices of hearts of palm, too.
You’ll want to eat your coconut curry chicken
with, of course, coconut rice, which is wali wa
nazi in Swahili. All it normally is is basmati rice
cooked in half water (or coconut water) and half
coconut milk.
Once made, this will keep in the fridge a week,
and it freezes well.

HOLLY A. HEYSER

INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 tablespoons coconut oil, clarified butter or vegetable oil
1 whole pheasant or chicken, cut into serving pieces
Salt
2 yellow onions, sliced
4 cloves garlic, chopped
1 tablespoon minced fresh ginger
2 to 6 small, hot chiles such as Thai or Scotch bonnet, chopped
2 plum tomatoes, chopped
2 to 4 tablespoons curry powder
2 quarts coconut water or regular water
1 pound peeled butternut squash or potatoes, cut into chunks
1 14-ounce can coconut milk
1/4 cup lime juice
1/4 cup salted, roasted peanuts
1/4 cup chopped cilantro

Servings: 8 servings
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. In a large, lidded pot, heat the coconut oil over medium-high heat. When it’s hot, brown the pheasant
or chicken pieces, removing them as they brown to
a plate. Salt the meat as it cooks.
2. When all the meat has browned, add the sliced onion, some salt, and stir well. Saute the onion, stirring
often, until it wilts and picks up a little browning on
the edges. Just a little browning, though. Don’t caramelize them.
3. Mix in the garlic, ginger and chiles and let them
cook for 1 minute. Add the tomatoes and curry
powder and stir well. My advice is to add 2 tablespoons at first, then check the seasoning in a while.
You can always add more.
April 2021
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4. Pour in the coconut water (or regular water) and stir
well. Return the pheasant to the pot. Bring to a simmer and add salt and curry powder as needed. Cover the pot and simmer gently until the drumsticks
and wings are tender. If you want, fish out the meat
and strip it from the bones and tendons, returning
the meat to the pot.
5. Add the butternut squash and coconut milk and
simmer until the squash is tender, about 30 minutes
or so.
6. Finish with the peanuts, cilantro and lime juice.
Serve with rice.
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THE FORUM

CLASSIFIEDS

TESTING IN 2021

As we move into the 2021 NAVHDA testing season,
we are unfortunately still dealing with the impact of
the COVID virus. Chapters holding tests are still required to adhere to state and local COVID guidelines.

GOT SOMETHING TO SELL? WHY NOT ADVERTISE WITH US!
We have VHD classifieds and regular ad sizes available through the
NAVHDA store. For more information, go to our website (www.
navhda.org) under Advertise with Us for full details.

Classifieds must be paid for and submitted through the
NAVHDA Store at www.navhdastore.org in the PrePay VHD Ads section. All classified ads are limited to
35 words and price is $35.00 for all categories. Submission deadline for classifieds is the first of the month
before the month of issue. For example: deadline for
June issue is May 1st.

We will not be requiring out of region judges for tests
in 2021. It is best to use local judges that can drive to
the test if at all possible. This will assist in avoiding
major disruption during the testing year. The judging
teams will need to consist of three judges where one
is an approved senior judge.
The age limit for dogs entered into the Natural Ability Test will be 16 months so please plan accordingly
if you intend to run a dog in 2021. Our hope is that
life will return to normal at some point during 2021
and normal testing guidelines will be back in place
for 2022.
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Kennel Name Applications
KENNEL NAME

BREED OWNERS

STEADY TO SHOT
GR
POINT THIS WAY
GS
RIVER RUN
GR
REBEL POINT
PP
FROST FIRE
GS
HEISS DRAHT
GW
SCOUT ‘EM OUT
VI
COMYNARA
VI
NATIVE HEART
PP
		
JOYFUL OAKS
PP
MIDWAY PEAK
PP
FEATHER CLOUD
LM
OUTLAW
PP
DEM FEUERHAUS
GS
NORTHWINDS
PP
SUGAR RIVER
SP
OVBD
PB

And some other important stuff
you really should think about reading...

QUINN & TIFFANI ROBINSON
LISA J. ARTHUR
KYLE SKIBSTED
KAREN A KUCKER
THOMAS C. CARON
KAREN & VALERIE POTTER
VALERIE & KAREN POTTER
SUSAN J MULLEY
CHRISTOPHER RANDELL
& CHRISTINE FARLEY
BRAD SCOTT
BRYCE J. HAYES
JOSEPH P. FISCHER
JOSEPH E LOCICERO
RENAY L. THOMAS
DOMENIC & NICOLAS IANNETTA
KAREN & TERRY MOODIE
TED A. INGRAM

To all breeders: when submitting a litter registration
please make sure to sign your application. Owners of both
the sire and dam need to sign the application before you
submit the registration application. We also need NAVHDA
DNA on both sire and dam of the litter; it is a requirement
as of September 01, 2019.
To all members: please keep your contact and mailing
information up to date. Email the international office at
navoffice@navhda.org with any changes.
We are always looking for fun photos, quotes, short
training tips and anything else that you’d like to share in
The Forum. Please send them to vhd@navhda.org.

These applications for registration of kennel names have been received by
the NAVHDA Registry. Any objections must be written and submitted to
Lisa Pehur, Registrar, NAVHDA, PO Box 520, Arlington Hts, IL 60006,
on or before May 1, 2021. To obtain registration forms, write the Registrar
at the above address or go to www.navhda.org.
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NAVHDA Test Results
MID SOUTH

2021 Aims & Rules Clinics
02/27/2021

2021-0001

CAROLINAS

Utility Preparatory Test
FOOTHILLS SADIE ROSE

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
PP 4.24 113 None

Owner
ROBERT A GUSTIN JR

SPIRIT LACONTO
Utility Test
MW’S KILPATRICK KOPPER SHOT

BS 2.91 134 None
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GW 3.58 158 None

MIKE A LACONTO
Owner
BRIAN J KILPATRICK

Natural Ability
BLUELINE’S NEW BEGINNING
Utility Test
CANE SAVANNAH JANE
SHARP SHOOTERS PARKER
VOM REINER COUNT BASIE

WM 2.74 108 None
WM 4.84 156 None
GW 4.27 177 III

VAN MILLS JR
VAN MILLS JR
WALTER H TRUSSELL

CAROLINAS

DOG LEFT GAME ON DRAG- BITE: BUTTBITE

DOG LEFT GAME ON DRAG

OTTERCREEK SOUTHPAW RUNNINGBRIR CHIC
SILVERSHOT’S BRAIR SOUTHERN BELLE
ZEUS VON TRUSSELL
TEETH: MISSING 405

JUDGES: MARILYN VETTER, KAREN N KRAUTZ, STEVE GREGER

MID SOUTH

Natural Ability
CZECHMATE’S KING’S SPORT
OXBOW’S RIVER
USED BIRD AT WATER

02/28/2021

OXBOW’S SCOUT

PP 11.61 96

QUAIL HILL’S DASH

BS

TEETH: MISSING 405
USED BIRD AT WATER

2021-0002

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
PP 10.39 104 II
PP 14.00 81 None
9.68

Owner
BILL CLEVELAND
PAUL V SINON

III

CAMERON D SMITH

79 None

MIKE A LACONTO

RIPSNORTER’S BRAUN BULLET

PP 11.18 75 None

SWEET HAZEL NUT TRUSSELL

GW 11.43 106

II

WALTER H TRUSSELL

TETON BIRD DOGS OTTO VAN DERTIG
TIMBERDOODLE THIRD TIMES THE CHARM

GR 9.43 104
WM 10.68 108

II
II

JOHN V PRESTIA JR
ROLAND E BLANDING III

USED BIRD AT WATER
TEETH: MISSING 305
TEETH: EXTRA 105

DAVID LENOIR

TOP SHELF’S WF DOLORES L KILLORIN
GW 11.32 98 None
TOP SHELF’S WF GRIZZLY
GW 11.32 112 I
JUDGES: MARILYN VETTER, KAREN N KRAUTZ, STEVE GREGER

TARHEEL

Natural Ability
CHESAPEAKE BAY’S ASH’S COOPER ON PT
DRUMMING WOODS V’BOONE
USED BIRD AT WATER

BITE: BUTTBITE

03/06/2021

Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GW 13.94 96
Breed Mo - Yr Pts
PP 2.66 193
GS 4.75 192
GS 5.88 195

Prz
III
Prz
I
II
I

2021-0007

Owner
HEIDI J BAUMBARGER
Owner
JOHN B HILTON III
JOHN T WILSON
RICHARD C CULLERTON

JUDGES: CHIP E BONDE, RIC KILDOW, LEON T HAIRIE

Natural Ability
AJAX VOM BREWHAUS
AVONS LOWCOUNTRY TILLOO
USED BIRD AT WATER

03/07/2021

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
GW 15.61 112 I
BF 14.68 84 None

2021-0008

Owner
LYNWOOD E MERRICKS
STEPHEN A NICHOLS

CYPRESS
HIDDENACRES FOXY FRIEDA

GW 15.48 112
PP 13.35 96

I
III

CALYN PEARSON
DAVID A JOHNSON

HIGH COUNTRY CHOP ON THE WATER

PP 10.39 112

I

DANIEL H JOHNSON

PEMIGEWASSET
BS 10.65 112
STANDING STONES HOMERUN HITTING GRIFFEY
GS 15.97 112
STEADY POINTS HIGH PLAINS DRIFTER
GS 12.77 96
JUDGES: CHIP E BONDE, RIC KILDOW, LEON T HAIRIE

I
I
III

KURT D KOSTYU
THOMAS FRAZIER
CHARLES C EDWARDS

Gun Sensitive

COAT: NO FURNISHINGS

03/06/2021

Natural Ability
DUTCH RIDGES LUCY
GLITCH LOR VOM MOONLIGHT
JACKSON
JOKER VON DER MERRYMEETING
KIMBER VOM FLOODED TIMBER
USED BIRD AT WATER

LUMPY’S CLEOPATRA QUEEN OF THE NILE
REVEREND RASCAL DES VIGNES ROUGES

UNABLE TO EVALUATE TEETH TEMP: Sensitive

Breed Mo - Yr Pts
GR 15.55 90
GW 8.97 104
GR 10.19 94
GS 11.94 107
GW 11.81 100

Prz
III
I
III
II
III

SP 12.55 105
GR 11.29 105

II
II

03/06/2021

Natural Ability
Breed Mo - Yr Pts
STELLAR VISTA NEON SKY
GR 15.68 97
SUGARPINE AUGUSTA FISHER
GR 16.00 112
Utility Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts
CEDARWOODS C L LADY STOHNER
PP 2.50 188
GRACE VOM HIDDEN CREEK
GS 5.01 168
HICKORY WITHE’S EASY MONEY
PP 3.39 196
JUDGES: JOHN MOFFETT, GREGORY J WEISS

LONE STAR

Natural Ability
DAKOTA SKY’S BULL DOZER
ELLIE GIN VOM HINTERLAND
EZ VOM HINTERLAND
HYDE VON MAGIC CITY
LAND RUNS ALLY KIESCHNICK
TEETH: MISALIGNED

LAND RUNS HANS
PRAIRIE EARTHS JOHANNA SKYE
ROCK CREEK SMOKE

Prz
III
I
Prz
II
II
I

03/07/2021

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
PP 13.10 112 I
GS 14.32 110 I
GS 14.32 110 I
GS 11.81 110 I
PP 8.84 99 II

FREE INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

As a special promotion, Wolfe Publishing Company is
offering a FREE issue of The Upland Almanac to
NAVHDA members. The Upland Almanac is the only
journal devoted to upland bird hunting and is acclaimed
by enthusiasts everywhere. Special one-year and twoyear subscription offers are available.

2021-0004

Owner
MICHAEL FORBES
SHOUA LOR
MICHAEL FORBES
DANIEL M MYSHIN
L. SUZANN NOVAK
DELITA R ROSENBAUM
MICHAEL LUVISI
MARJORIE EVANS
JEFFREY L WILBURN

2021-0005

Owner
JASON SPRINGER
BRIAN LITTLE
Owner
SCOTT STOHNER
W BRICE COTTONGAME
ROBERT I BLEM

*All four 2020 issues on DVD FREE with a two-year subscription

Subscribe today and save with this great offer!

The Upland Almanac contains great feature articles and columns
on:

2021-0006

Owner
ALEX R WITTE
TANNER WHITMIRE
JOSHUA D JOHNSON
JAMES D TALLEY
WALT A KIESCHNICK

PP 8.84 110
PP 14.68 108
PP 12.35 105

I
II
II

JORDAN HALEY
STEVEN PORE
CHRISTOPHER THIELE

VALODI BATTEN DOWN THE HATCHES!
VI 11.65 110
VALODI MAHI’S HIDDEN TREASURE
VI 11.65 112
JUDGES: JOHN MOFFETT GREGORY J WEISS

I
I

CHRISTOPHER GOODENOUGH
STEPHEN H MORRIS

TEETH: 408&409 SURGICALLY REMOVED

•
•
•
•

Bird Hunting Destinations
Dog Handling, Training and Health
Fine Shotguns and Shooting Tips
Product Reviews on Gear and Shotguns
Go online for more information at
www.uplandalmanac.com
or call toll free: 1-800-899-7810
(Use Promo Code: NAV2021)

UA
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Phone
E-mail
(503) 784-2873
rob.benton6@frontier.com
(850) 294-7316
scrcarrah@gmail.com
(541) 848-3001 jake.rau@cooleyvocational.com
(865) 274-6843
katred07@gmail.com
(814) 720-9312
fultzdd@battlers.ab.edu
(832) 202-7212
msantos@bmbinc.com
(412) 480-1932
gyno497@yahoo.com
(907) 953-9709
kengates@gci.net
(651) 485-0055 pete.aplikowski@mnnavhda.org
(602) 494-3802
davidt@onpointkennel.com
(610) 217-8326
flyfishryan@yahoo.com
(970) 231-9965 cheryl@e-trainingfordogs.com
(864) 380-9499
laconto@bellsouth.net
(651) 485-0055 pete.aplikowski@mnnavhda.org
(608) 386-5812
mygsp@hotmail.com
(608) 334-5022
atzforever@yahoo.com
(207) 491-5797 uplandhuntress@myfairpoint.net
(401) 364-8878
lruddock@cox.net

Owner
RICHARD PETTRUNY
CARSON BINNS

SOONIPI POINT TOUCHED BY GRACE TOBIAS
GR 8.42 102 II
SOUTHERN FIRE’S SKYWALKER
GR 15.39 110 I
JUDGES: ROY W AMES, ANGELA L COENEN, MICHAEL L NEIDUSKI

LONE STAR

Clinic Location/Chapter
Contact
Monmouth, OR/Willamette Valley Rob Benton
Luthersville, GA/Chattahoochie Carrah Whitaker
Bend, OR/Central Oregon
Jake Rau
Dresden, ME/Yankee Chapter
Kathleen Ann Weller
Helmville, MT/Big Sky Chapter
Daniel Fultz
Palestine, TX/Lone Star
Mark Santos
Cowansville, PA/Shenango
Bryan LaBuda
Palmer, AK/Alaska-Yukon
Ken Gates
Hugo, MN/Minnesota Chapter
Pete Aplikowski
Deerfield, NH/Merrimack Valley David Trahan
Tamaqua, PA/Pocono Mountain Ryan Rush
Cheyenne, WY/Frontier
Cheryl Aguiar
Randleman, NC/Foothills Chapter Mike LaConto
Remer, MN/Minnesota Chapter
Pete Aplikowski
Richland Center, WI/Wisconsin River Angie Coenen
Mazomanie, WI/Wisconsin River Anne Zeches
Sebasticook, ME/Sebasticook
Marie Wade
Tolland, CT/Southern New England Lon Ruddock

2021-0003

Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
PP 12.55 97 III
BS 11.35 92 III

03/07/2021

Clinic Type
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Invitational
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Invitational
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules
Aims & Rules

EDWARD W KILLORIN III
BOBBY HARRIS

Utility Test
Breed Mo - Yr Pts Prz
Owner
BJERRINGBRO FALKO
GS 1.94 179 II KYLEY J GOOGINS-CALDWELL
PRAIRIE TROUTS YAEGER KAI
PP 1.95 196 I
SCOT HOLMAN
RGK ARIES
GS 1.76 177 II
NATHAN K DAVIDSON
TRILLIUMS DRUMLIN OVER PIKES PEAK
GS 1.73 178 II
STEPHANIE M HARRISON
JUDGES: ROY W AMES, ANGELA L COENEN, MICHAEL L NEIDUSKI

TARHEEL

Date
April 10-1
April 17-18
April 24-25
May 1-2
May 1-2
May 15-16
May 22-23
May 22-23
June 5-6
June 5-6
June 5-6
June 12-13
June 12-13
June 12-13
June 19-20
June 26-27
July 10-11
July 17-18

Versatile Hunting Dog

•

www.navhda.org

April 2021

April 2021

An online training program
for the upland pointing dog.
Learn at your pace with our threepart program following pups to
finished pointers.

UPLANDINSTITUTE.COM

The Upland Almanac
Wolfe Publishing Company • 2180 Gulfstream, Ste. A
Prescott, AZ 86301 • info@uplandalmanac.com

Versatile Hunting Dog

Teach it • Train it • Proof it

Brought to you by The Hunting Dog Podcast
•

www.navhda.org
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2021 NAVHDA Testing Calendar
Date
Chapter/Location		
Apr 9-11
Wasatch Mountain
Apr 10-11 Grand Canyon Of Arizona
Apr 10-11 Texas
Apr 10-11 Northern California
Apr 17-18 Missouri Uplands
Apr 17-18 Pacific Northwest
Apr 17-18 Potomac
Apr 24-25 Mid-Ohio
Apr 30-May 2 Willamette Valley
May 1-2
Finger Lakes
May 1-2
Appalachian Valley
May 1-2
Spoon River
May 1-2
Heartland
May 1-2
Lone Star
May 14-16 Treasure Valley
May 14-16 Rocky Mountain
May 15-16 Toronto Ontario
May 15-16 Minnesota
May 15-16 Wisconsin River
May 15-16 Bushkill
May 15-16 Central States
May 15-16 Northern Illinois
May 15-16 Pocono Mountain
May 15-16 Bushkill
May 21
Illowa
May 22-23 Illowa
May 22-23 Hudson Valley
May 22-23 Zia
May 22-23 Michigan
May 22-23 Midwest Tri State
May 28-30 Big Sky
May 28-30 Merrimack Valley
May 29-30 Mokan
May 29-30 Buckeye
May 29-30 Southern Minnesota
Jun 4-6
Southeastern Michigan
Jun 4-6
Midwest Tri State
Jun 5-6
Ontario Grand River
Jun 5-6
North Central Wisconsin
Jun 5-6
Southern New England
Jun 5-6
Central New York Navhda
Jun 5-6
Shenango
Jun 5-6
Rock Tavern
Jun 5-6
Sebasticook
Jun 5-7
Brew City Navhda
Jun 5-6
Delaware Valley
Jun 11-13 St Croix
Jun 11-13 Eagle Rock
Jun 11-13 Alaska Yukon
Jun 11-13 Yankee
Jun 11
Central Oregon
Jun 12-13 Kettle Moraine
Jun 12-13 Toronto Ontario
Jun 12-13 Keystone
Jun 12-13 Minnesota
Jun 12-13 Northern Michigan
Jun 12-13 Prairie Vista Navhda
Jun 12-13 Central Oregon
Jun 19-20 Hoosier Hills
Jun 19-20 Ottawa Valley
Jun 19-20 Quebec City
Jun 19-20 Central Dakota
28

UT
AZ
TX
CA
MO
WA
MD
OH
OR
NY
OH
IL
NE
TX
ID
CO
ON
MN
WI
PA
NE
WI
PA
PA
IA
IA
NY
NM
MI
SD
MT
NH
MO
OH
WI
MI
SD
ON
WI
CT
NY
PA
NY
ME
WI
NJ
MN
ID
AK
ME
OR
WI
ON
PA
MN
MI
AB
OR
IN
NY
QC
ND

Test Type
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA
NA/UPT/UT

Contact
Jonathan Ledford
Richina Davis
Gregory Kadesch
Erin Gregoire
Lee Abbott
Carl Vinke
Chip Holcher
Andrea Vicars
Todd Wheeler
Carey Killion Shultz
Caleb Jones
Randy Ashman
Desiree Stormont
Megan Murphy
Penny Masar
Allen Kidd
Kasia Cierpik
Sean Ewaldt
John Bogdanske
Jacob Bartells
Pamela Robinson
Alyssa Wiltjer
John Wolfe
Jacob Bartells
Michelle Wilbers
Michelle Wilbers
Ann Bagnell
Linda Sanders
Wendy Mcintosh
Tate Martinsen
Chasyte Ontiveros
Joanna Korte
John Corrigan
Christopher Carr
Angie Coenen
Lisa Pehur
Tate Martinsen
Janice Wolff
Desiree Stormont
Joshua Flowers
Daniel Kremers
Bryan Labuda
Christopher Orcutt
Marie Wade
Brian Pogue
Dawn Quinn
Joel Heuschele
Sean Allen
Jordan Engel
Will Beck
Jeremy Davis
Jaymi Busby
Kasia Cierpik
Cristin Murray
Todd Rockhold
Lance Vernam
Susan Ravenhill
Jeremy Davis
Amy Musia
Luc Raymond
Benoit Martineau
Kara Brayko

Versatile Hunting Dog

•

Phone
E-mail
(801) 499-9632
ledfordjl@gmail.com
(503) 568-2011
richina.davis@hotmail.com
(817) 271-7878
greg.kadesch@texasnavhda.org
(707) 338-3828
erindowdy@gmail.com
(716) 353-3781
leepabbott@gmail.com
(206) 427-2185
carlbvinke@gmail.com
(301) 461-0085
chip@chipholcher.com
(614) 581-0574
amvicars@gmail.com
(541) 520-5843
mountainlion@gmail.com
(716) 830-9834
careykillion@gmail.com
(304) 488-9802
cmjones2115@gmail.com
(217) 840-6681
rashman@usd116.org
(414) 870-3306
toldt@uwalumni.com
(281) 989-5933
megan-murphy@att.net
(208) 739-2138
pmasar@onlyspinoni.com
(970) 406-1530
aamkidd@gmail.com
(416) 456-0580
katharine.cierpik@dsb.ca
(651) 329-9716
sean.ewaldt@target.com
(608) 695-0295
jbogdanske@mac.com
(610) 637-8484
jakebartells@yahoo.com
(402) 202-6140
pam@robingunkennels.com
(847) 849-9373
alyssa.wiltjer@gmail.com
(610) 613-1482
wolfejohn88@yahoo.com
(610) 637-8484
jakebartells@yahoo.com
(563) 672-3291
michelle.wilbers@gmail.com
(563) 672-3291
michelle.wilbers@gmail.com
(610) 304-6047
annbagnell@gmail.com
(505) 850-0649
lsanders2316@gmail.com
(330) 936-8542
momapaws2014@comcast.net
(605) 261-8141
tatemartinsen@yahoo.com
(951) 719-9989
chasyte7@gmail.com
(603) 664-5394
joannakorte@gmail.com
(540) 295-3421
mokannavhda@jackquest.com
(740) 632-0473
fulltiltkennels@yahoo.com
(608) 386-5812
mygsp@hotmail.com
(248) 231-7957
shooterslisa@comcast.net
(605) 261-8141
tatemartinsen@yahoo.com
(519) 759-1674
vizslat@rogers.com
(414) 870-3306
toldt@uwalumni.com
(845) 661-8354
flowersjosh@att.net
(315) 420-3764
dkremers@gmail.com
(412) 480-1932
gyno497@yahoo.com
(860) 342-5724
corcutt01@comcast.net
(207) 491-5797 uplandhuntress@myfairpoint.net
(262) 888-2757
bphorsetrain1@yahoo.com
(732) 208-6500
delvaltesting1@gmail.com
(612) 424-0177
joelheuschele@gmail.com
(208) 403-9937
brokenbowkennels@gmail.com
(907) 953-2522
jengelak@gmail.com
(207) 712-6703
wbeck02@gmail.com
(541) 350-5189
jeremdavis@gmail.com
(801) 450-7639 kmnavhdatestsecretary@gmail.com
(416) 456-0580
katharine.cierpik@dsb.ca
(410) 274-6077
cristinmurray@hotmail.com
(612) 430-3203
stonegripper@gmail.com
(231) 938-1324
lvernam@alcotec.com
(587) 834-5053
pudelpointerchick@gmail.com
(541) 350-5189
jeremdavis@gmail.com
(812) 459-8833
musiafineart@gmail.com
(819) 246-4958
lraymond1@me.com
(418) 564-0247
benoitmartineau1@gmail.com
(701) 339-8435
glasgowchick2@yahoo.com

www.navhda.org

April 2021

Date
Jun 25-27
Jun 26-27
Jul 3-4
Jul 10-11
Jul 23-25
Jul 24-25
Aug 6-8
Aug 6-8
Aug 7-8
Aug 7-8
Aug 7-8
Aug 13-15
Aug 13-15
Aug 14-15
Aug 14-15
Aug 20-22
Aug 20-22
Aug 20-22
Aug 20-22
Aug 20-22
Aug 21-22
Aug 21-22
Aug 21-22
Aug 21-22
Aug 21-22
Aug 27-29
Aug 27-29
Aug 27-29
Aug 27-29
Aug 27-29
Aug 27-29
Aug 28-29
Aug 28-29
Aug 28-29
Aug 28-29
Aug 28-29
Sep 3-5
Sep 4-6
Sep 4-5
Sep 4-5
Sep 4-5
Sep 4-5
Sep 10-12
Sep 10-12
Sep 10-12
Sep 11-12
Sep 11-12
Sep 11-12
Sep 11-12
Sep 24-26
Sep 24
Sep 24-26
Sep 25-26
Sep 25-26
Sep 25-26
Sep 25-26
Sep 25-26
Sep 25-26
Sep 25-26
Oct 2-3
Oct 2-3

Chapter/Location		
Black Hills Chapter
Red River Valley
Montreal
Kettle Moraine
Pacific Northwest
Minnesota
Frontier
Alaska Yukon
Wisconsin River
Montreal
Michigan
Prairie Vista Navhda
Eastern Quebec
Brew City Navhda
Minnesota
Hudson Valley
Rocky Mountain
Northern Michigan
Southern Minnesota
Wasatch Mountain
Kettle Moraine
Central States
Quebec South Shore
Wild Rose
Minnesota
North Central Wisconsin
Pacific Northwest
Southeastern Michigan
Treasure Valley
Finger Lakes
St Croix
Wisconsin
Central Indiana
Red River Valley
Keystone
Buckeye
Pocono Mountain
New Brunswick
Hoosier Hills
Minnesota
Delaware Valley
Ontario Grand River
Sebasticook
Merrimack Valley
Yankee
Hickory Run
Minnesota
Toronto Ontario
Rock Tavern
Alaska Yukon
Central New York Navhda
Illowa
Shenango
Missouri Uplands
Bluenose
Northern Illinois
Southern New England
Appalachian Valley
Central New York Navhda
Illinois
Hoosier Hills

WY
ND
QC
WI
WA
MN
WY
AK
WI
QC
MI
AB
QC
WI
MN
NY
CO
MI
WI
UT
WI
NE
QC
AB
MN
WI
WA
MI
ID
NY
MN
WI
IN
ND
PA
OH
PA
NB
IN
MN
NJ
ON
ME
NH
ME
PA
MN
ON
NY
AK
NY
IA
PA
MO
NS
WI
CT
OH
NY
IL
IN

Test Type
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA
NA/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT
NA/UPT/UT

Contact
Phone
E-mail
Lisa Uhrich
(307) 262-4089
lisa@wyowires.com
Steven Buck
(701) 729-6483
bucksmbuck@gmail.com
Annie Ulrich
(450) 278-5474
griffonkorthals7@gmail.com
Jaymi Busby
(801) 450-7639 kmnavhdatestsecretary@gmail.com
Carl Vinke
(206) 427-2185
carlbvinke@gmail.com
Jacob Tillman
(612) 978-3898
jacobtillman@yahoo.com
Cheryl Aguiar
(970) 231-9965
cheryl@e-trainingfordogs.com
Jordan Engel
(907) 953-2522
jengelak@gmail.com
John Bogdanske
(608) 695-0295
jbogdanske@mac.com
Annie Ulrich
(450) 278-5474
griffonkorthals7@gmail.com
Wendy Mcintosh
(330) 936-8542
momapaws2014@comcast.net
Susan Ravenhill
(587) 834-5053
pudelpointerchick@gmail.com
Pierre-Alexandre Cote (418) 953-9751
pa.cote99@hotmail.com
Brian Pogue
(262) 888-2757
bphorsetrain1@yahoo.com
Brian Mustonen
(218) 760-6003
must413@gmail.com
Ann Bagnell
(610) 304-6047
annbagnell@gmail.com
Allen Kidd
(970) 406-1530
aamkidd@gmail.com
Jeff Ebert
(231) 838-5676
jeff.ebert@rocketmail.com
Monica Redmond
(608) 385-9194
monicaredmond@live.com
Jonathan Ledford
(801) 499-9632
ledfordjl@gmail.com
Jaymi Busby
(801) 450-7639 kmnavhdatestsecretary@gmail.com
Pamela Robinson
(402) 435-3990
pam@robingunkennels.com
Nicolas Breton
(418) 456-3028
nicolas.breton24@gmail.com
Tanner Rosia
(403) 519-5709
fourpointkennels@gmail.com
Tammy Lynn Hill
(218) 263-3424
thhill@mchsi.com
Desiree Stormont
(414) 870-3306
toldt@uwalumni.com
Carl Vinke
(206) 427-2185
carlbvinke@gmail.com
Lisa Pehur
(248) 231-7957
shooterslisa@comcast.net
Penny Masar
(208) 739-2138
pmasar@onlyspinoni.com
Carey Killion Shultz (716) 830-9834
careykillion@gmail.com
Joel Heuschele
(612) 424-0177
joelheuschele@gmail.com
Steve Harmeyer
(920) 668-8619
kckennel@gmail.com
Douglas Roderick
(463) 224-0885
droderick2@outlook.com
Steven Buck
(701) 729-6483
bucksmbuck@gmail.com
Cristin Murray
(410) 274-6077
cristinmurray@hotmail.com
Christopher Carr
(740) 632-0473
fulltiltkennels@yahoo.com
John Wolfe
(610) 613-1482
wolfejohn88@yahoo.com
Paige Pettis
(506) 999-4746
paigepettis@hotmail.com
Amy Musia
(812) 985-7523
musiafineart@gmail.com
Bryce Adams
(651) 387-8556
bryceadams059@gmail.com
Dawn Quinn
(732) 208-6500
delvaltesting1@gmail.com
Janice Wolff
(519) 759-1674
vizslat@rogers.com
Marie Wade
(207) 491-5797 uplandhuntress@myfairpoint.net
Joanna Korte
(603) 664-5394
joannakorte@gmail.com
Will Beck
(207) 712-6703
wbeck02@gmail.com
Barbara Brookman (610) 294-9022
bjbrookman8@yahoo.com
Jeff Pleskac
(320) 420-2442
hhfarmsmn@gmail.com
Kasia Cierpik
(416) 456-0580
katharine.cierpik@dsb.ca
Christopher Orcutt (860) 342-5724
corcutt01@comcast.net
Jordan Engel
(907) 953-2522
jengelak@gmail.com
Daniel Kremers
(315) 420-3764
dkremers@gmail.com
Clint Henning
(563) 320-5908
clnthenning@gmail.com
Bryan Labuda
(412) 480-1932
gyno497@yahoo.com
Lee Abbott
(716) 353-3781
leepabbott@gmail.com
Jay Frye
(902) 826-2994
fryejay@outlook.com
Alyssa Wiltjer
(847) 849-9373
alyssa.wiltjer@gmail.com
Joshua Flowers
(845) 661-8354
flowersjosh@att.net
Caleb Jones
(304) 488-9802
cmjones2115@gmail.com
Daniel Kremers
(315) 420-3764
dkremers@gmail.com
Sean Porter
(815) 993-4742
fishing_pirate@yahoo.com
Amy Musia
(812) 985-7523
musiafineart@gmail.com		

The most recent versions of these calendars are available on the NAVHDA website at www.navhda.org.
April 2021

Versatile Hunting Dog

•

www.navhda.org
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Seek, Point, & Retrieve
call

844-251-2652 for your no-obligation issue!

As a member of NAVHDA, you want
your versatile dog to do it all. For nearly
30 years, The Pointing Dog Journal
has been helping hunting dog
owners do just that.

NAVHDA members are eligible for a special
$5 savings off our regular subscription price – so
you can get yours for only $21.95* for six issues!

Written by experts for experts
and those who want to be.

• 6 great issues a year

Visit our website at www.pointingdogjournal.com
to order a current, no-obligation examination issue of
The Pointing Dog Journal — the Sporting Dog Authority.
Visit www.pointingdogjournal.com

• Join our social media community on Facebook
for more discussion, photos, links to online
content, and more

• Sign up for e-mail newsletter, articles, and offers

* Not including sales tax, applicable based on recipient address.

